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Angola freezes 
assets of Santos’
daughter in 
graft probe

LISBON/JOHANNESBURG: An Angolan court has
ordered the freezing of assets held by former presi-
dent Eduardo dos Santos’ daughter, Isabel, her
husband and a business associate as part of a cor-
ruption probe, a copy of the order seen by Reuters
shows. The asset freeze follows an injunction appli-
cation by the government, which is seeking to
recover around $1 billion of funds that it says it is
owed by Isabel dos Santos and her associates.

It is one of the highest-profile moves in an anti-
corruption drive launched by President Joao
Lourenco, who ended dos Santos’ nearly 40-year
grip on power when he became head of state in
2017. Isabel dos Santos, who owns stakes in com-
panies including telecoms firm Unitel and financial
firms, has denied wrongdoing during her father’s
time in office. “I would like to leave a message of
tranquillity and confidence to my teams,” she
tweeted on Monday. “We will continue, every day,
in every business, doing our best and fighting for
what I believe in for Angola. The road is long, the
truth will prevail. United we stand stronger.”

Ranked as Africa’s wealthiest woman by
Forbes, Isabel dos Santos chaired the state oil
company Sonangol - a crucial pillar of Angola’s
oil-dependent economy - before being sacked by
LourenÁo in late 2017. The court order, dated
Dec. 23, said the asset freezes applied to Isabel
dos Santos, her husband, Sindika Dokolo, and
M·rio Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva, chairman of
Banco Fomento Angola (BFA).

It freezes their personal bank accounts in
Angola, as well as their stakes in Angolan firms
including Unitel, BFA and ZAP MIDIA. Reuters was
not immediately able to reach dos Santos, Dokolo
or da Silva for comment yesterday. The order said
the central bank would be responsible for ensuring
that no funds leave the personal bank accounts of
the three accused. The boards of directors of the
companies subject to the asset freezes are respon-
sible for ensuring no profits are transferred to the
accused directly or through intermediaries, until a
court makes a further ruling. —Reuters

KUWAIT: The personal stereo went on sale in
1979 and arguably changed the music industry
forever. No longer were listeners confined to a
static location; they could indulge their musical
passions wherever - and just as importantly,
whenever - they wanted to. Consumers were
willing to forgive the low-quality musical
reproduction of cassette tapes, the large clunky
players and often appalling quality headphones
simply to have the freedom of choice.

Fast forward 40 years and there are far few-
er challenges facing consumers who want to
listen to their music libraries, podcasts, audio-
books or favorite radio stations on a portable
device. Digital technologies have alleviated
many of the issues around reproduction quality
while nearly every smartphone on the planet
provides a perfectly passable player for all but
the most dedicated of audiophiles. Arguably
the only part of the portable audio mix where
consumers are still challenged with quality of
experience is in their choice of headphones or
earphones.

Why Huawei FreeBuds 3 is open-fit design
with active noise cancellation?

The open-fit design of Huawei FreeBuds 3
are much more comfortable for extended peri-
ods of use even with ANC enabled, ensuring
users don’t experience difficulty with any
pressure. 

In-ear earphones will squeeze with the ear
canal, and if it is worn for a long time, produce
the feeling of ear swelling and earache; the
open-fit earphones is obviously superior to the
former in terms of comfort meeting the needs
of users wearing for a long time.

Previously it’s only been possible to deliver
ANC with full over-the-ear or in-ear headsets
that limit the scenarios they can be used in...as
anyone that’s tried to fall asleep on an aero-
plane while using them will attest. Prolonged
use can be uncomfortable and they can look
bulky and mess up hair. Due to the open-fit
design not producing a sealed effect in the

same way as the in-ear design, it must process
the changing ambient sound while also can-
celling the noise. Users can still hear ambient
sound when wearing the earphones. The open-
fit design also needs to accommodate different
ear shapes and ways that the earphones are
worn, which requires complex parameters for
the earphones to satisfy the noise cancelling
needs of different users.

Huawei is a company renowned for identify-
ing consumer challenges and developing tech-
nological solutions to solve them that also
redefine consumer expectations. Take the
amazing Huawei 30 Pro smartphone, widely
considered to be one of the best phone on the
market for photography, a device that redefines
what’s possible from a smartphone camera. Or
take the latest flagship handset the Huawei
Mate 30 Pro; a smartphone that can shoot
amazing low-light photos and videos, turning
amateur snaps into high-quality content. With
both of these devices consumers can achieve
results they previously never thought possible
from mobile technology.

Huawei’s commitment to R&D and leader-
ship in smartphone innovation has led to the
development of the Huawei Freebuds 3, the
world’s first open-fit Active Noise-Cancelling
(ANC) Bluetooth earphones that also offer true
wireless stereo (TWS).

What did Huawei do to achieve it?
Designed based on user behavior in differ-

ent usage scenarios - travelling, commuting, at
home listening to music, at work taking voice
calls etc. - the ANC technology in a semi open-
fit earphone design allows users to enjoy a
clear and comfortable audio experience, even
in a noisy environment. 

Using a combination of cutting-edge design,
in-house chip  development and complex AI
algorithms, the Huawei Freebuds 3s solve the
problem of how you make earphones that look
good, sound amazing, offer ANC technology

and crucially are comfortable to wear for
extended periods in all usage scenarios. In
order to deliver the best possible experience,
Huawei undertook a great deal of real-life ear
canal experiments to really understand user
needs and expectations. Alongside the prefer-
ences mentioned earlier around style and fit,
posture and usage habits were also taken into
account. Huawei analyzed the noise signal data
in many scenarios, it then classified and cate-
gorized signal characteristics and completed
in-depth algorithm training and parameter
optimization - based on the most frequent sce-
narios, such as when users are in an airplane,
subway, office, or coffee shop- to ensure users
can enjoy optimal noise cancelling performance
in day-to-day life. 

The DNA of Huawei Audio products
Most earphones will adopt a dual micro-

phone noise reduction method to reduce the
interference from the environment. Huawei
goes one better with its bone voice sensor -
using exclusive Huawei technology - which
uses the vibration of the head to better dis-
tinguish a user’s voice from background
noise. The bone sensor’s noise cancellation is

another Huawei’s exclusive innovation and its
effect is leading the industry’s dual micro-
phone noise cancellation offering.

Huawei’s aerodynamically designed wind
cancellation microphone duct can effectively
reduce wind noise. When wind passes through
the Huawei patented air tunnel, most will be
blocked by the bottom of the tunnel, effective-
ly reducing noise caused by the friction
between the wind and microphone. Without
the wind tunnel design, wind from all direc-
tions will directly contact the microphone and
generate noise, affecting the call quality.

These innovations make the Huawei
Freebuds 3 one of the most compelling ear-
phone propositions on the market today and
certainly the world’s first true wireless stereo
earphone with ANC in an open-fit design.
The open-design element is important as

many users report a preference for this style
when using earphones for a prolonged period
of use. Audio technology has come a long
way in a relatively short space of time and the
pace of innovation is unlikely to slow down
given consumer appetite for new ways to
enjoy content on the move. The Huawei
Freebuds 3 are the pinnacle of Huawei’s audio
technology and its flagship audio product.
With a stated mission to dream of the impos-
sible and then go and create it, Huawei will
continue to play a leadership role in this sec-
tor, helping consumers to work smarter and
enjoy their leisure time with more immersive
and seamless experiences. Technological
innovations like ANC play an important role
in this vision; helping to protect hearing,
improve voice calls for mobile working and
deliver better audio experiences.

Huawei Freebuds 3 users do not experience difficulty with any pressure

There’s no longer a trade-off between 
comfort, design and performance

Here is how you 
can have fun 
with the 
Huawei nova 5T
KUWAIT: The mobile phone industry
evolved from basic devices that can
make calls on the go to ‘smartphones’
with access to emails and web browsing.
However, today smartphones are much
more than that, packing powerful hard-
ware and stylish designs. But that
doesn’t mean you can’t have fun with it
and with the new Huawei nova 5T, your
options are only limited by your imagi-
nation. Here is how you can have fun
with Huawei’s latest smartphone.

Strike a pose and the 5AI cameras
will do all the magic

The Huawei nova 5T houses 5AI
powered cameras, which is divided into a
quad camera setup at the back, which
includes a 48MP HD lens, 16MP Ultra-
Wide angle lens, 2MP macro lens and a
2MP bokeh lens, and a powerful 32MP
AI selfie superstar camera upfront (more
on that later). The best thing about hav-
ing such a powerful setup with AI is that
you can take stunning pictures as easy
as point and click. Want to take a picture
while camping, or a wide angle shot of
the beach or even a close-up shot of
your favorite jewelry? It is all possible
by just pointing your camera at it and
hitting the shutter button. What’s even
better is that the camera’s AI system will
identify what you are trying to take a
picture of, be it a scenic shot, a historic
building or even your pet, and make sure
that the results are perfect. You can even
take stunning profile pictures of your
friends with rich bokeh effects, making

them go green with envy of what you
can do with your smartphone.

On the other hand, if you are one of
the creative folk, you can get your direc-
tor cap on and shoot videos that are on
par with the work of a professional. Not
only are you going to get stunning
results, you can add fun effects like AI
Portrait color which keeps your subject
in full color while everything else is
greyed out, or even stylish slow motion
effects shot at 960fps.

Selfies galore!
Now who doesn’t like taking a selfie?

The only ones who don’t are those who
don’t like the end result of a grainy selfie
that does not even resemble their faces.
With the HUAWEI nova 5T, each selfie
you take will look so good, that you can
just upload it directly into your social
media profile and then you can enjoy
watching the likes and comments come in.

Thanks to the 32MP Selfie Superstar
lens and powerful on-board AI, each

selfie you click is fine tuned to perfec-
tion, even in low-light conditions. The
Enhanced AI beautification feature will
also ensure you look your very best in
every photo.

Social media - all day, every day
Once you have your pictures and

videos taken, kick back and start
uploading or browsing your favorite
social media platform. With the Huawei
nova 5T’s Kirin 980 processor and 8GB
of RAM, you can enjoy a smooth social
media experience like never before,
while the large 3750 mAh battery will
give you more than enough power to
browse without having to worry about
recharging. Recharging is not a chal-
lenge either, as the 22.5W Huawei
SuperCharge will recharge your phone
back up to 50% in just 30 minutes.

Gaming or movies - enjoy it all
Another advantage of powerful hard-

ware is the unprecedented performance.

Mobile gaming is the new fad these
days and be it a casual game or a
graphic intensive racing title, the Huawei
nova 5T can ace it all. While the power-
ful hardware, boosted by GPU Turbo 3.0
promises smoother performance, the
large battery ensures longer gameplay,
no matter how intense your gaming ses-
sions are.

If gaming is not your thing, the
Huawei nova 5T is also perfect for
watching movies. With its 6.26 inch All-
View FHD+ display and Huawei Histen
6.0 with virtual 9.1 channel surround
sound, you now hold a mini theatre in
your hand. To top it all off, the Huawei
nova 5T is also a smartphone that you
have fun by simply showing it off. The
phone’s stylish design comes in three
attractive colors to choose from, Black,
Crush Blue and Midsummer Purple,
complete with a trendy new logo. With
its stylish designs and trendy colors, the
Huawei nova 5T guarantees an overall
exciting experience.

UN warns of 
another poor 
harvest in 
Zimbabwe 
next year
HARARE: The United Nations warned yes-
terday that Zimbabwe faced another poor
harvest in 2020 because of patchy rains,
compounding problems for millions of peo-
ple already grappling with a drought and
the worst economic crisis in a decade.
Soaring inflation, shortages of foreign
exchange, fuel and electricity have brought
back memories of the hyperinflation of a
decade ago, amid criticism that President
Emmerson Mnangagwa has failed to turn
around the economy.

“This season’s rains are again late and
inadequate, with planted seeds having

failed to germinate in many areas,” the
World Food Program (WFP) said in a
statement. “Forecasts of continuing hot and
dry weather in the weeks ahead signal
another poor harvest in April, putting lives
and livelihoods at risk.”

Output for the staple maize fell 50 per-
cent to 900,000 tons this year, according
to official data. The government has said it
plans to import 800,000 tons to make up
for the deficit. Facing soaring prices for
seeds, fertilizer and chemicals, some farm-
ers have reduced planting during the sum-
mer cropping season that started in
November, farmers’ unions said. A majori-
ty of Zimbabweans live in rural areas and
survive on farming. But the southern
African nation has only had one year of
normal rainfall in the past five, according
to WFP officials.

WFP says it needs $200 million in the
first half of next year to assist 4.1 million
Zimbabweans.

Finance Minister Mthuli Ncube has
said the government will spend $133 mil-
lion next year on subsidies for maize meal
to keep the price of the most consumed
food affordable.

The economic crisis has led to growing
political tensions, with police clamping
down on dissent, leading to opposition

claims that Mnangagwa is reverting to the
harsh tactics seen under the late Robert
Mugabe’s rule. —Reuters

HARARE: The United Nations warned yesterday that Zimbabwe faced another
poor harvest in 2020 because of patchy rains, compounding problems for mil-
lions of people already grappling with a drought and the worst economic crisis
in a decade. 

Isabel dos Santos, Chairwoman of Sonangol, speaks
during an event in London. —Reuters


